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Introduction

• The Global High Throughput Screening Centre at AstraZeneca requires

versatile automation to adapt to the many different assay formats carried
out. We achieve this using modular systems based on HighRes

BioSolution’s task-based CoLAB Flex carts e.g. dispense carts and

reader carts.

• Individual Flex carts are controlled using A-cell robots, they are

unshielded and can be run independently (Fig.1A). Alternatively, 2 Flex
carts can be docked together to form a Cart2Cart system (C2C) (Fig.1B)

and up to 5 Flex carts can be docked around a central Kuka robot on a

CoLAB microstar (Fig.1C). This enables “plug and play” operation.

• The AZ Automation Team has been working to automate two thermal

shift assays; Differential scanning fluorimetry (DSF) and cellular thermal
shift assay (CETSA)
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The manual DSF assay process starts with assay ready PCR plates

containing compounds (Fig.2A). Sypro-Orange dye and the protein of
interest are dispensed into plates using the Echo & Certus Flex

respectively, followed by a brief centrifuge step. Sealed plates are stored at

4oC, before being loaded into the QuantStudio™ 7 Pro (QS7Pro) system,
for the heat/read step which takes ~50 minutes/384 well plate.

Within HTS we routinely test 100k compounds per DSF assay, screening ~

350 assay plates in total; running this assay manually is time consuming &

restrictive as assay plates need to be manually loaded into the QS7Pro
every 50 minutes throughout the day.

We recently installed three QS7Pro systems onto a HighRes CoLAB Flex

cart, allowing us to fully automate DSF assays, utilizing a SteriStore, Echo

& QS7pro Flex carts on a C2C automation platform (Figs.2B & 2C).

The Echo cart utilizes a Thermo Multidrop Combi, dispensing the protein
using either a Certus or Multidrop gave comparable results (Fig.2D)

allowing the assay to be fully automated.

Several PCR plate types were tested, with the Roche plates producing the

most robust melt curves (Fig.2E). However, these softshell plates become
distorted post-heating, making robotic handling difficult. To minimise the

amount of robot handling post-heating, we simplified the automation

protocol by discarding plates straight to a waste location.

Figure 2: Automating DSF assays. A) Manual DSF assay process. B) Diagram of the
Echo cart, SteriStore cart and QS7 cart. C) Automated DSF setup on a HighRes C2C
platform. D) DSF melt curves comparing Certus vs Multidrop dispensing of protein. E)
DSF melt curves comparing different 384 PCR plate types
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Figure 1: HighRes CoLAB Platforms. A) HighRes Flex Cart – run independently B)
Cart2Cart – 2 Flex carts docked together C) CoLAB microstar – up to 5 Flex carts docked
around a central Kuka robot.
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Figure 3: Automating HiBiT CETSA. A) Automation process for tip mix vs B) BioShake process. C)
comparison of room temperature and heated values with 10 x 10 µL tip mix or BioShake at 3500 rpm
for 60 seconds. Tip Mix Z’ = 0.3. BioShake Z’ = 0.43
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An increase in unprecedented targets highlights the need for rapid, generic hit

finding approaches that can be applied at scale. CETSA allows measurement of

compounds binding intracellular targets by quantifying the amount of soluble protein

remaining following a heat shock; compound binding increases the amount of

soluble, folded protein. HiBiT tagging (Promega) allows the level of soluble protein

to be quantified using luminescence. The AZ Automation Team recently automated

the HiBiT CETSA assay for high throughput screening.

Initially QS7Pro instruments on a CoLAB Flex cart were used to heat plates for

automated CETSA assays. However, QS7Pros were also required for automated
DSF screening, creating a resource issue. To address this an INHECO On Deck

Thermal Cycler (ODTC®) was deployed on the CoLAB platforms. The ODTC
accurately & uniformly heats 384-well plates and has a significantly smaller footprint

than the QS7Pro.

HiBiT CETSA assays typically require a mix, spin and transfer step post cell lysis in

order to separate folded and unfolded protein. The mix step, which has been proven
critical for obtaining high quality assay performance, was optimised using a fixed tip

system (Agilent VPrep 10x10 µL mix ). However, automating the entire process

necessitated access to two fixed tip pipettor stations, severely limiting the potential
screening throughput (Fig.3A). Implementation of a BioShake 500 elm (Q

Instruments) on a Dispnser Flex cart (Fig.3B) enables effective mixing, removing the
need for an additional pipette station and obtaining S:B and Z’ statistics comparable

to the fixed tip mixing method (Fig.3C).

Addition of the ODTC & QS7 Pro devices to the CoLAB platforms has enabled fully

automated DSF & CETSA screening. We are currently replacing the VPrep CoLAB
Flex cart with a HighRes Prime unit (Fig.4) for CETSA assays, and applying HiBiT

CETSA to other targets with challenging feasibility, such as proteins with unfolded

domains, no enzymatic function & difficult protein synthesis.
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B) Automated Mix, Spin Transfer Protocol (BioShake)
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Figure 4: HighRes Prime unit. A space saving mobile cart with a built-in collaborative Flex robot can
continuously replenish labware as needed, even while the pipetting robot is swapping heads, minimizing
unproductive downtime


